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January 17, 2012 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Good morning everyone! Just wanted to let you know that we will be expecting Mrs. Harris's 

class on here in just a couple of minutes! 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Actually, what I stopped by to share with you was this: 

 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/rescued-bald-eagle-at-va-wildlife-

center-has-built-up-a-sizable-online-fan-base/2012/01/07/gIQAzlTC4P_story.html 

 

NX, Eagle Nation, and WCV are in the Washington Post. 

 

Comment: 
Good morning all. We do love you all and APPRECIATE what you all do for us and wildlife. 

Thanks from the bottom of my heart. 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Thanks for that. 

 

Comment: 
In the Washington Post! Wow! 

 

Comment: 
Woohoo! Good morning, all! 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
You know, this is not a popularity contest, it is a medical decision that needs to be made by 

experts. While we know you all love the hawk, none of you is in a position to evaluate 

the pain the bird may be feeling from the damaged joint, or the fact that keep a bird alive 

which has chronic pain is no kindness at all. 

 

You all will have to trust that we'll make the best decision possible, given the training and 

experience of our team. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Good Morning Amanda! (We see that Ed is here also!) It is snowy and icy here in NJ today 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Good morning Mrs. Harris's class! Yes, it looks like you are getting two for the price of one this 

morning! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Any idea when Dr. Miranda will draw fluid from the hawks's elbow? (Kyle) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Dr. Miranda should be doing that sometime within the next two hours, I believe -- probably 

between 9:30 and 10:30, if her morning stays on track. 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
I'm stepping aside...enjoy the class! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh, Ed, you don't want to stay and answer questions? They ask some tough ones ... I'm always 

afraid I haven't had enough coffee yet. :) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
How can Dr. Miranda tell if the fluid she draws from the elbow is joint fluid? (John) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Based on the appearance and texture of the fluid actually -- the joint fluid is fairly stick and 

thicker than other fluid should could draw off of the elbow. 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
I will watch!! Kids are so much smarter than I am! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
What time will Dr. Miranda be drawing fluid from the hawk;s elbow? (Tyler) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Sometime before 10:30 is the current plan. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Don't feel you must leave Ed......we could come up with some questions for you too! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
This is for Mr. Clark....we just had a test a test on ecosystems...are you ready for a question? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh boy ... 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
An organism that eats a primary consumer is called a ? 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Don't worry Ed, you can always get help from EN/CN ... that's what I do sometimes! Good to 

keep them on their toes too ... 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Okay, maybe an easy one....."What animals have feathers????" Something like that. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ah, studying food chains, I see ... 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Predator? 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Or....secondary consumer.... rabbits eat grass, hawks eat rabbits....so....hawks need grass! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Could be a predator, but we name it a secondary consumer! (John) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Easy question: what is an animal called that only eats plants? 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Good job Mr. Clark! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Herbivore! 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Vegetarian!! 

 

Comment: 
Parasite? 

 

Comment: 
Vegetarian - ha! 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Who are you calling a parasite??? 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
What is an animal called that eats plants and animals? (Ryan S) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Turtles! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
:) 

 

Comment: 
Omnivore? 

 

Comment: 
Omnivore (it's a dilemma). 

 

Comment: 
Humans lol 

 

Comment: 
Turtles!!!!!??????? 

 

Comment: 
Turtles eat animals? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
John has a question for Ed.....what is a bird called with sharp talons? 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Dangerous!!! 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Especially if you are a mouse!! 

 

Comment: 
A bird with sharp talons... don't we call her "The Diva" NX? 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Omnivore is correct! (Matt C) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Jenn wants to know how you would anesthetize a hawk? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We use a gas anesthesia and a special mask that fits around the hawk's beak. We put the mask 

around the beak so the hawk is breathing in the anesthesia ... and then when it gets 

sleepy, we can intubate it if needed (stick a tube down its trachea) to continue to deliver 

the anesthesia. 
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Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Ryan S. has a question ......mushrooms and fungi are examples of ?______________ (Kyle said 

"He won't get that!" LOL 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ohhh, sounds like a challenge ... 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
decomposers? 

 

Comment: 
Terrific question from Ryan!! Good job! What's the answer? 

 

Ed Clark, WCV:  
Boys and girls, I wish I could stay with you, but I am currently in the airport. I am going to South 

Dakota today. The temperature there is currently 4 degrees!!! Brrrrrr! So, I must leave 

you and get ready for my flight, but I think I will find some hot chocolate to get ready. 

Enjoy your class. Thanks for asking me easy questions! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Gosh Mr. Clark, we're thinking of questions that are tough?!!! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
You guys are a tough class! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Emma said decomposers is correct! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
The bird with sharp talons are raptors! (Tyler) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
We got a Christmas card from an eagle peep in South Dakota! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Nice! That's right, you guys got many many cards ... and I think you have something for all of 

the people ... 

 

 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Speaking of Christmas cards, we got a total of 30 cards! Thanks everyone! 

 

Comment: 
Wow I wish I had been in Mrs. Harris's class... what a smart group of children! Goodness me I'm 

almost certain you could all work at WCV some day! 

 
 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Carli wants to ask if you know what overlapping food chains are called? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh geez ... you guys are too tough! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Food web? 

 

Comment: 
Food web? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh good I'm not the only one who guessed that. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Overlapping food chains are called food webs (Michelle) 

 

Comment: 
Great Thank-you card class!! Work of art - did you all have a hand in making it? We appreciate 

it very much! 
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Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Oh we see our Christmas cards!!! 

 

 
 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
There's our Happy Holidays banner thanking everyone for all the cards! 

 

Comment: 
You're not only super-smart, you're all so artistic and creative! Lot of work went into your 

banners - great job, well done! 

 

Comment: 
Wow artists, and amazing with science and nature facts way to go Mrs. Harris's class! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
We are now finished with our ecosystem unit and owl pellets and starting Astronomy today 

(Frankie) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Fun! 

 

Comment: 
We loved sending the cards to all of you. You are all so bright & special. 

 

 

Comment: 
Very nice banners, you guys, and your display of cards is great, too...i see a Caring for Critters 

certificate...who did you get? 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Bell is going to ring here soon, so we must go! We enjoyed our time with you this moring! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Bye, class! Have fun learning astronomy! 

 

 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Comment: 
Hi Amanda and Class What a wonderful Thank You banner, 

 

Comment: 
Bye kids you all are fantastic thanks for teaching us about ecosystems :) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Papa G'Ho is our adopted critter! We LOVE owls! 

 

Comment: 
Thank you, class, for a wonderful (and challenging) session! 

 

 


